
Flute

Flute – Charcoal

Flute – Off White

Flute builds on the exploration of material, form and process within 
the Anchor studio. The bold, curved face and fluted sides harmonise 
to create a sculptural and tactile fitting. The Anchor studio continues 
to expand its range of making methods and explore the design 
possibilities of clay. Flute is produced through a process of design 
thinking, traditional ceramic techniques and contemporary tools  
and methods. 

Australian clay bodies are used to make Flute. The colour palette 
offered includes natural, dark grey, off-white, charcoal and white. 
The glaze finishes have been carefully tested and refined to enhance 
the material quality of each clay body. Inspired by place, Anchor’s 
palette is developed inhouse to the highest standard. Clay body and 
glaze fit are developed together. After an initial firing, fittings are 
hand finished with glazes developed specifically for our lighting 
collection and then fired one final time. 

Flute – Natural



Flute 

Design Bruce Rowe for Anchor
Light type Internal wall mount•external wall mount
Material Extruded ceramic
Light source Interior 1 × Gu10 Lamp holder•240V• LED globe only - max wattage 9W•Globe not supplied
Light source
IP65 Exterior

1 × Tridonic LED Module per fitting•15V•240V   
Remote install driver•6.3W•700lm•3000K•CRI 80  
DIMMING: Phase-Cut 1-10V•Optional - DALI

Type  Approximate Size   Approximate Weight

Wall Mount Wall 90 wide × 110 deep × 220mm tall 
distance from wall 15mm

2.0 KG

Wall IP65 90 wide × 110 deep × 220mm tall 
distance from wall 15mm

2.25 KG

Mounting system Powder coated aluminum bracket supplied
25 × 20 × 100mm

Stock Type Time Frame Payment Terms

Lead Time Assembled stock Dispatch on receipt  
of full payment

Payment in full

Unassembled stock 3-4 week electrical assembly  
lead time

Payment in full to trigger  
production

Made to order 8-10 weeks 50% deposit to trigger  
production / 50% balance

Charcoal  
Satin

Speckled White
Gloss

Natural  
Matt

Dark grey 
Satin

Glaze finishes

Off White 
Matt

anchorceramics.com

Dimensions and colour representations are approximate and subject to change in the making process. Dimensional tolerance and colour 
compatibility should be considered at the design stage. Every effort is made throughout the making process to ensure accuracy. Anchor 
reserves the right to alter these details without notice in compliance with its own production needs, technological changes or in response  
to other unforeseen factors. Anchor does not guarantee technical or dimensional accuracy or exact colour match for any products.

© All designs are protected under copyright law. Anchor holds the exclusive design, manufacturing and distribution rights worldwide.




